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History Learning Grid
Roll a die twice and follow the instruction
1

Tweet as a person
from history

Create 4 flashcards
(key words and
definitions)

2

Design a word
cloud of key terms

Design a mini timeline
of four key events in
chronological order

3

Pick 5 key terms
from the lesson
and write a
question for each
Hot Potato
Catch. Give a fact
you learnt and
throw to someone
else
Create a secret
code revealing an
important fact
(1=L)
Create a mind
map to review
your learning

List 5 true or false
statements
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Write a Facebook
status update of your
learning. What did you
learn? What did you
enjoy doing?
Tell your neighbour 5
new facts you learnt
from the lesson
Create a set of 4
anagrams with clues
based on key terms
and definitions

Write a Facebook
status update of your
learning. What did you
learn? What did you
enjoy doing?
Create a set of 4
anagrams with clues
based on key terms
and definitions
Histagram!
Draw what you learnt
and add a caption

3 stars and a wish
Write three facts you
learnt and one
question you have

Histagram!
Draw what you
learnt and add a
caption

4-3-2-1
4 key facts, 3 key
terms, 2 key people
and 1 key date

Pick 5 key terms from
the lesson and write a
question for each

List 5 facts your
neighbour learnt

Create a mind map
to review your
learning

Create a secret code
revealing an important
fact (1=L)

Draw a word wheel.
Get letters from
your teacher

List 5 true or false
statements

Cloze Exercise
5 statements with
missing key terms.
Give to your
neighbour to fill in
Hot Potato
Catch. Give a fact you
learnt and throw to
someone else
Design a word cloud of
key terms

Design a mini
timeline of four key
events in
chronological order

Tell your neighbour
5 new facts you
learnt from the
lesson
Create 4 flashcards
(key words and
definitions)

3 stars and a wish
Write three facts
you learnt and one
question you have
Draw a word wheel.
Get letters from
your teacher

List 5 facts your
neighbour learnt

3

2

1

4-3-2-1
4 key facts, 3 key
terms, 2 key people
and 1 key date
Cloze Exercise
5 statements with
missing key terms.
Give to your
neighbour to fill in
4

Tweet as a person
from history

